AECON ATLANTIC
INDUSTRIAL INC.
Aecon Atlantic Industrial Inc. is a full service multi-trade
unionized fabricator / constructor with self-performing
expertise in all industrial trades, complimented by the
largest pipe fabrication and modular assembly facilities
in Eastern Canada. The company has distinguished itself
as a world-class supplier to a number of diversified
market sectors including:
// Industrial construction
// Power generation
// Ship repair, refits and conversions
// Offshore
// Oil and gas
// Petrochemical
// Pulp and paper
// Mining
// Renewable energy
Aecon Atlantic Industrial Inc. offers a wide range of
modular assemblies using the newest design techniques.
In addition to custom pre-fabricated pipe spools, our
modules can incorporate a broad range of components
including valves, instrumentation, cable tray and cable
equipment, structural supports, and more, all available
packaged for improved project delivery.
Pictou Shipyard
The Pictou Shipyard is a full-service, multi-trade,
unionized fabricator/constructor with an unrivalled
reputation for performing projects safely, on-time and
on-budget. The Pictou Shipyard is a cost-effective and
efficient leader in providing industrial marine services.
Marine Facility Overview
Aecon offers top-to-bottom refurbishment and repair
through the careful management of our own workforce

and trusted subcontractors. Marine facility features
include the following:
// 24 tons per ft. keel block loading
// 4,000-ton capacity marine railway
// 305 ft. overall length
// Ability to work on multiple large vessels at one time
// Dockside services
// 300 ft. wharf & 600-ft. wharf
// 30 ft. water depth alongside
// Strategically located near shipping routes
// Skilled labour force
// 24/7 security
// ISO9001:2008 certified
// Sideyard transfer – multiple vessel capability
// Allows vessels to be moved off railway to shore, and
back to water, in an arrangement different from the
hauling sequence.
// Repair work can be done simultaneously on multiple
vessels and emergency dockings can be handled
more easily.
// Convenient location on major international shipping
routes and eastern seaboard.
Our Services
// Hull thickness surveys and NDE
// Hull and deck framing and plate renewal
(steel and aluminum)
// Structural modifications
// Tank cleaning
// Anode replacement
// Pressure washing, blasting and painting
(internal & external)
// Deck covering, repair or renewal
// Shaft, rudder bearing inspection, measurement
and renewal
// Propulsion machinery inspections and overhauls

